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ABSTRACT: Here Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN); the sensor node is liable to extract the helpful 
application based information from underwater environment. The application based information wrap the applications 
like: tactical surveillance, assisted navigation, disaster prevention, offshore exploration, pollution monitoring and 
oceanographic data collection. The intend of routing protocol in underwater environment is one of the demanding 
issues for researchers. This research article spotlight the designing issues of the data forwarding routing protocols based 
on single path. In this article the designing of 2D and 3D architecture of routing protocols are argue with their different 
issues. This article also focuses the investigative approach of proposed routing protocols with unusual parameters, the 
simulation scenarios of the single path routing protocols with critical analysis; and the open research issues; will help 
the researchers to further research in the field of routing protocols for UWSN. 
. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Majority of the researchers square measure well inquisitive about the sphere of the Underwater Wireless detector 
Network (UWSN) owing to its well distinguished applications like disaster interference plan of action underwater 
police investigation, motor-assisted navigation, pollution following, marine climate observation, extraction of 
underwater minerals, data concerning underwater mountains and underwater wild life [1]. To extract the knowledge 
from the underwater surroundings the wireless detector nodes square measure the supply. Majority of the researchers 
have used the terrestrial network approach for coming up with of routing ways in underwater surroundings like: some 
researchers have used the supporting QoS is a vital task in routing protocols [2]. This includes period of time 
communication, reliable transmission, and resource reservation. Packets ought to be transmitted as before long as 
potential over the foremost reliable link whereas considering information measure constraints [2]. Others researchers 
have used the painter routing protocol approach for the movement of the node, the node in painter moves discretionary 
which can expertise speedy and unpredictable changes within the topology [3]. Others researchers have used the 
approach of the LEACH, DSDV and OLSR routing protocol for information forwarding [4]-[6]. The preparation of 
wireless detector nodes in underwater surroundings is one among the difficult problems as a result of the pressure of 
the underwater is that the major hurdle for preparation and a hard and fast or static design isn't applicable in underwater 
surroundings owing to the continual movement of the water [7]-[9]. In underwater surroundings the dynamic design is 
that the best resolution as a result of node moves with relevancy the water pressure [10],[11].  Majority of the 
researches have designed the location based and localization free network architecture but still the research is needed 
for some serious issues like: (i) in underwater the 
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acoustic channel has a limited bandwidth, (ii) acoustic channel is impaired with multipath and fading, (iii) propagation 
delay due to the acoustic channel, (iv) there is high bit error rate and temporary loss connectivity due to void regions, 
(v) batteries of the sensor nodes cannot be recharged easily and (vi) sensor nodes may dead due to fouling and 
corrosion. The researchers are also involved to solve the localization and deployment problems [12]. This research 
article focuses the critical analysis of the routing protocols for underwater wireless sensor network which are based on 
single path data forwarding. This research article focuses the network architecture, deployment of sensor nodes, route 
discovery mechanism, data forwarding, and route maintenance mechanism. The major part of this article focuses the 
issues with the proposed routing protocols and the comparative and critical analysis on analytical and simulation results 
of the proposed routing protocols. This article will help the researchers to further research on proposed routing 
protocols. 
 

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The design of routing protocol in underwater atmosphere is that the sophisticated task as a result of in underwater 
atmosphere the static topology isn't valid owing to continuous movement of water. the look of dynamic topology is that 
the best answer in underwater environment; but the dynamic topology additionally faces the intense problems owing to 
the water current and restricted information measure of acoustic channel . Majority of the analysisers have designed the 
routing protocols supported dynamic topology however still the research is required to resolve the various additional 
issues. this text focuses the problems of routing protocols supported protocol operations; that is more classified into 
supply initiated, table driven and knowledge aggregations. The classification is follows ICRP, LASR, Pack biological 
research, TCBR, H2-DAB, Multi-path VS, DUCS. Multi Sink 
Similar to terrestrial networks, underwater wireless device network (UWSN) additionally refers the variable variety of 
device nodes with totally different names like autonomous underwater vehicles, moored sensors, acoustic sensors, relay 
nodes; super nodes cabled ocean floor sensors and traveler nodes. Majority of the researchers have worked on the 
routing protocols for underwater wireless device networks. Some researchers have designed cluster based mostly 
routing protocols, some have designed geographical based mostly routing protocols, some have worked on energy 
economical routing, some have designed multi-path knowledge forwarding, some have designed vector based mostly 
and a few have designed the one path knowledge forwarding routing protocols for underwater wireless device 
networks. this text focuses the routing protocols supported single path;  the famous routing protocols are: 
i. Information-Carrying Routing Protocol (ICRP) 
 
ii. Resilient Routing Algorithm 
 
iii. Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSN) 
 
iv. Location-Aware Source Routing (LASR) 
 
v. Delay-tolerant Data Dolphin (DDD) 
 
2.1. Information-Carrying Routing Protocol (ICRP) 
 
In [13] the Information-Carrying Routing Protocol (ICRP) is proposed for underwater wireless sensor network. ICRP is 
data forwarding routing protocol which is based on single path; ICRP is an energy efficient, scalable and real time 
localization free routing protocol. In ICRP the source node is responsible for route discovery through route discovery 
message. On arrival of route discovery message the intermediate or neighbor nodes will establish the reverse route for 
acknowledgement. When route established the source will forward the packets and will wait for acknowledgment 
through reverse route. The established routes refer the TIMEOUT function, if the threshold time exceeds the 
TIMEOUT than route become invalid. When the data packets received through the established route to the destination 
the delivery refers the successful packets delivery. 
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Issues with ICRP: (i) ICRP node mobility model is invalid due to water pressure. (ii) ICRP Route information and 
TIMEOUT function mechanisms may drop the packets due to void regions. (iii) ICRP refers the route validity for long 
or short time which will affect the data delivery ratio because in underwater environment the node movement is only 
for 2 to 3 m/sec. 
 
2.2. Resilient Routing Algorithm 
 
The Resilient algorithm for long-term applications is the single path data forwarding routing algorithm [14]. The 
authors have considered the three major issues like: limited bandwidth, temporary loss of connectivity and node failure 
for the designing of resilient algorithm.  The routing algorithmic rule completes its task into 2 phases. In initial part 
authors have discovered the backup multi-hop and first optimum node disjoint strategies to reduce the energy 
consumption of the detector nodes. Within the second part the authors have introduced the net distributed theme that 
specially observes the network; if there's any downside in network or could also be the failure of any single or multiple 
devices than the theme permits shift to the backup path as a result of in underwater setting the observation mission is 
very valuable. 
 
The Resilient architecture refers the winch-based sensor devices; which are fixed at the sea bottom. Each sensor device 
is equipped with a floating buoy that can be adjusted by a pump. The buoy is a source to push the sensor device 
towards the surface level of water. The electronic controlled engine is fixed into the sensor device. Electronic 
controlled engine is used to control the depth of the device through the adjusting of the length of wire. Issues with 
Resilient: (i) Resilient scheme is only for the long-term applications. (ii) Resilient overall network cost is high. 
 
2.3. Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSN) 
 
The authors have considered the issues in shallow water like: large propagation delays, high signal attenuation, low 
bandwidth and energy consumption for the designing of Underwater Wireless Hybrid Sensor Networks (UW-HSN) 
[15]. For large and continuous communications the authors have used the radio and acoustic signaling system. The 
sensor nodes are equipped with the acoustic and radio modem; in underwater the sensor node uses the acoustic 
signaling whereas on surface level the sensor node uses the radio signaling to communicate with base station. The 
sensor node is also equipped with mechanical module which forces the sensor node swim on surface and dive back to 
the different levels of water. The authors have used the TurtleNet hybrid concept for negative and positive vertical 
movements of the node through piston to reach on surface and dive back to the bottom depth levels of water. The 
Trutle Distance Vector (TDV) algorithm determines the communication channel in order to minimize average event 
delay. Term event delay means successful reception time duration between source nodes and base station. 
 
Issues with UW-HSN: (i) UW-HSN energy consumption model and parameters are not properly defined. (ii) The 
hardware used by UW-HSN increases the overall cost of the network. 
 
2.4. Location-Aware Source Routing (LASR) 
 
Location-Aware Source Routing (LASR) is the modified version of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) proposed by 
[16]. The authors have considered the high latency problem in underwater environment and designed the LASR 
protocol to resolve the problem. LASR is based on two techniques to resolve the high latency problem; the first is link 
quality and the second is location awareness. DSR protocol is for shortest path but LASR rely on better routes 
throughout the network by using the Expected Transmission Count (ETX); which is better for the link quality. The 
ETX can be calculated as given in Equation (1). 
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ETX (1) 
 
In Equation (1) FER denotes the Frame Error Rate. The link quality protocol header is consists on octal 12-bit. The 
time stamp factor is used for new data link. LASR also guarantees for state less link type data which correctly be 
discarded through some mechanism. 
The route can be replaced when the implicit information appears to build the link cache. LASR has used the Dijkstra’s 
algorithm for updating the network graph. Route handling mechanism will use the protocol options to develop the route 
link, protocol options are acknowledgement, route selection, and route reply. LASR has used the three features when 
transmits the number of packets on route, these features are acknowledgment delay guarantee, hello message and 
option packing. The authors claimed that LASR increases the packets delivery ratio and reduces the end to end delay. 
The LASR Tracking System is recursive and state-estimation filter that uses the range estimates to predict network 
topology. Its performance is modeled. 
 
Issues with LASR: (i) LASR have inherited the routing mechanism from the DSR and if the hop counts between source 
and destination increases the size of the packets’ header also increases and in resultant the overheads increases with 
narrow band for communication in underwater. (ii) LASR uses Expected Transmission Count (ETX) as a link quality 
metric, for which it assumes that links are symmetrical and are with the same link quality in both directions, which is 
not easily possible for underwater acoustic communication [17]. 
 
2.5. Delay-tolerant Data Dolphin (DDD) 
 
Delay-tolerant Data Dolphin (DDD) is an energy efficient routing scheme proposed by [18]. DDD is for the delay 
tolerant applications. The DDD routing scheme is based on collector nodes called dolphin and stationary nodes; the 
dolphin nodes harvest the information sensed by the stationary nodes. The routing scheme eliminates the energy 
expensive multi-hop communication. The stationary nodes are responsible to transmit its collected data to the nearest in 
range dolphins. The stationary nodes are deployed on sea bed area of interest. The acoustic modem through its 
communication component communicate to the dolphin nodes and low power transceivers component of acoustic 
modem analyzes the presence of in range dolphin nodes through the beacon signal generated by dolphin nodes. The 
dolphin nodes transfers the collected packets to the base station deployed on water surface. 
 
Issues with DDD: (i) In DDD the random movement of dolphin nodes will not able to collect all the data packets from 
the sensor nodes and in resultant the data delivery ratio will be degraded. (ii) In DDD; if we increase the number of 
dolphin nodes the overall cost of the network will also be increased. 
 

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section we have evaluated the single path routing protocols through analytical method and simulation numerical 
method. 
 
3.1. Analytical Method 
 
Through this method we have analyzed the proposed routing protocols through performance metric and network 
parameters. The performance metrics parameters are: performance, cost efficiency, data delivery, energy efficiency, 
bandwidth, and reliability. The comparison through performance metric is shown in Table 1. Table 2 focuses the 
comparison of proposed routing protocols through network architecture parameters. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Routing Protocols through Performance Metrics 
 
Protocol Performance 

Cost Data Delay Energy Bandwidth 
Reliability  

Efficiency Delivery Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency     
         
 ICRP Low High Low Low Medium Medium Low 
 Resilient RA Medium Low High Low Medium Medium High 
 UW-HSN Low Low Medium High Low Medium Medium 
 LASR Medium High Medium Low Medium Medium Medium 
 DDD Low Low Low Low High Medium Medium 

 
 

Table 2. Comparison of routing protocols through Network Architecture Parameters. 
  Single/ Hop-by- 

Routing Single/ Hello Localization  
Protocol Multiple Hop/ End-  

Approach Multi-sink Msg Needed   
Copies to-End       

 ICRP Multiple End-to-End Path-Based Single No No 
 Resilient RA Single End-to-End Path-Based Single No Yes 
 UW-HSN Single Hop-by-Hop Vector-Based Single Yes No 
 LASR Single End-to-End Path-Based Single Yes No 
 DDD Single Single Hop Path-Based N/A Yes No 

 
 
3.2. Simulation Numerical Method 
 
This method focuses the simulation scenarios of the proposed routing protocols. Table 3 refers the generalized 
simulation parameters used by NS2.30 with AquaSim features. 
 

Table 3. Simulation parameters used by NS2.30 
 Parameter Rating Parameter Rating 

 Network Size 500x500x50 m3 
Acoustic and Radio Data 
Rate 30Kb/s and 1Mb/s 

 No. of Nodes 100 
Nakagami-m (Best-
condition) 2.0 

 Bandwidth 50Kbps PSD (Best-condition) 55.0 dB/√Hz 

 Communication Rate 600bps 
Nakagami-m (Worst-
condition) 1.5 

 Transmission power 1W PSD (Worst-condition) 65.0 dB/√Hz 
 Packets Size 256 Channel Frequency 50 KHz 

 
Packets interval arrival 
time 600s Dolphin constant speed 5 m/sec 
 Contention Window 8 – 64 Buffer Size 1-500 

 
Figure 1 refers the simulation scenario of ICRP in which the time in hours versus delay in seconds is focused. In the 
scenario the distance between nodes is settled 1600m, communication rate is 600bps, modem frequency is 9-14KHz, 
Data packet size is 112 Bytes, control packet size is 16 Bytes, average transmission energy is 40W and relative moving 
speed between nodes is from 0 to 1.5 m/sec. The graph shows end-to-end delay. 
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Critical Analysis on ICRP: When we increase the number of nodes from 100 to 200 or 300 the end-to-end delay will be 
increases. ICRP response in underwater environment is not reasonable. Figure 2 focuses the simulation scenario of 
Resilient routing protocol which shows Time in seconds versus Packets Delay in seconds. In graph the time increases 
the delay in packets also is increases. 
 
Critical Analysis on Resilient: The result of Resilient routing algorithm is tested only on 50 number of nodes deployed 
in underwater environment; if we increase the number of nodes from 100 to 300 than the simulation results shows the 
larger average delay. The routing algorithm is only for long term applications. Figure 3 focuses the simulation scenario 
of UW-HSN; the Time in seconds versus Good put in Kilobits. The 
simulation result is for the TurtleNet and in article the result is compared with all-acoustic schemes and authors shows 
that the TurtleNet throughput is better than other schemes; even all other schemes comparison is questionable. 
Critical Analysis of UW-HSN: The authors of the UW-HSN focuses the 2D deployment and almost the methodology 
focuses the terrestrial networks; even the response of the results is not good enough in comparison other UW routing 
schemes. The simulation scenario is also focuses the fewer throughputs according to the number of nodes deployed in 
the deployment area. Methodology and simulation results need to be improvement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Figure 1. ICRP Time versus delay                                 Figure 2. Resilient Packets Delay versus Time 
 
 
Figure 4 is for LASR routing protocols which focuses the simulation result based on time in sec versus average 
network capacity in bits/sec. The network capacity has been measured on 20 simulation runs and average calculation is 
300 sec. 
Critical Analysis of LASR: The authors have considered the most of the parameters related to the terrestrial network; in 
the research article the authors have compared the results with the DSR protocol; this is terrestrial network protocol. 
The simulation scenario only focuses the fixed network capacity with respect to time; but in underwater environment 
the dynamic network capacity parameters should be considered. 
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Figure 3. UW-HSN Time versus Good put Figure 4. LASR Avg. N/W capacity versus Time 
 
 
Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) focuses the simulation scenario of DDD routing protocol and simulation scenario is based 
on number of dolphins versus normalized delay according to buffer size. The scenario focuses as the number of dolphin 
increases the normalized delay decreases. 
Critical Analysis on DDD: The simulation is based on the increased number of dolphins and ultimately the cost of 
overall network will also be increases. Dolphin constant speed is 5 m/sec and the sensor nodes movement is 2 to 3 
m/sec it means that if dolphin remains away from the nodes than ultimately the delay will be increases and the overall 
throughput also be affected. The authors have not discussed the removal of void regions in the article; there are many 
more void regions are present in the underwater environment; so ultimately if we cannot consider removal of void 
regions the overall packets delivery ratio will also be affected.  
 
Figure 6 shows the simulation scenario of proposed routing protocols; the scenario focuses the number of nodes versus 
data delivery ratio. Figure7 shows the simulation scenario of the proposed routing protocols; the scenario focuses the 
number of nodes versus energy consumptions in joules. We have selected random number of nodes like: 
15,20,25,30,35,40,45 and 50 and tested the average results for data delivery ratio and in energy consumption. In Figure 
6 for example if we consider the numbers of nodes are 20 than the data delivery ratio for Resilient is 98%; whereas the 
data delivery ratio for DDD is 87%. For energy consumption if we consider the number of nodes 20 the average energy 
consumption for Resilient is 850 joules and for DDD is 700 joules. From the simulation scenarios it is clear that 
Resilient Routing Algorithm is better in performance than other routing protocols based on single path. The only 
drawback in Resilient is that it is only for long-term applications and its overall network cost is high. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5a. DDD No. of Dolphins versus Buffer size 10        Figure 5b. DDD No. of Dolphins versus Buffer size 
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Figure 6. No. of Nodes versus Data Delivery Ratio Figure 7. No. of Nodes versus Energy Consumption 
 

IV. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES 
 
Open research issues for the designing of reliable communication in underwater environment are: 
a. In underwater environment the available bandwidth is limited; so the design of reliable communication routing 
protocol must be designed in such a way; which can show the better results on available acoustic channel bandwidth 
[19]. 
b. Acoustic channel severely impaired with multipath and fading problem, so design of routing protocol must 
consider such kind of acoustic channel problems [20]. 
 
c. Propagation delay is also a major issue in underwater environment because the acoustic channel’s magnitude is 
five orders higher than radio signalling [11]. 
 
d. In underwater environment the design of routing protocol also face the high bit error rate and loss of 
connectivity due to extreme characteristics of acoustic channel [21]. 
 
e. Normal terrestrial network sensor batteries are not feasible for underwater environment and batteries cannot 
easily be recharged in underwater environment; so design of high power batteries and recharge of batteries in 
underwater environment is also a major issue [22]. 
 
f. Due to the fouling and corrosions in underwater environment the sensor nodes can be prone [23]. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have described the overview of the data forwarding routing protocols based on single path. We have 
focused the designing issues of the routing protocols like deployment, localization, data forwarding, and route 
maintenance. We discussed the simulation scenarios of the single path routing protocols with their critical analysis and 
problems. We also presented the open research issues in underwater environment. The definitive objective of this 
research article is to inspire the researchers for more research efforts in the field of the underwater routing protocols. 
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